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GO TO www.waihyd.co.nz FOR 
THE FULL KING TONY         

PROMOTIONAL LEAFLET 
 

KING TONY PROMOTION ENDS 
ON 31st August 2021 

Only while stocks last!!! 
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CRC EVAPO-RUST SUPER SAFE RUST REMOVER READY TO USE! 
Evapo-Rust® is a non-toxic rust remover for fast & effective restoration. The award-winning 
formula is specifically designed to remove rust, with no scrubbing or sanding required, safe, 

simple, easy to use, no need for mixing, the solution is ready to use, can be re-used 
Go to the Evapo-Rust website and see the how to videos, the link is below 

https://evapo-rust.com/evapo-rust-how-to-videos/ 
P/n   CRCEVR1 CRC Evapo-Rust super safe rust remover ready to use 1 litre 

$14.90 + gst 
P/n   CRCEVR5 CRC Evapo-Rust super safe rust remover ready to use 5 litre 

$40.70 + gst 

 CRC ZINC-IT 350gm 
A quick drying zinc rich coating that offers   
similar advantages to hot dip galvanising 
95% highest purity zinc in the dried film 

Excellent primer, Corrosion Protection Factor 
72, offers protection for up to 6 years MPI   
Approved C23. up to 500°C heat resistance 

 
P/n CRC2085 CRC Zinc-It 350gm aerosol 
 

$16.90 + gst 
 

P/n CRC2185 CRC Zinc-It 1 litre tin 

 

$59.80 + gst 

ADOS MULTI-PURPOSE CONTACT 
ADHESIVE  

Highly versatile, durable & easy to use, high bond strength, bonds    
instantly, water resistant & flexible, bonds a wide variety of substrates 
such as: laminated plastics, hard board, sheet metals, some PVC cloths, 
foam plastics, some rubbers, felts, acoustic tiles, leather etc. to most 
building materials 

P/n  ADOS8002 F2 multi-purpose 75ml tube     $6.24 + gst 

 

P/n  ADOS8009 F2 contact adhesive 500ml     $14.20 +gst 

 

P/n  ADOS8010 F2 contact adhesive 1 litre     $26.80 +gst 

p/n CRC1752351 

CRC FOOD GRADE HEAVY CHAIN & 
MEAT RAIL CHAIN LUBE 500ML 
Odourless, clear penetrating gel, evaporates 

within 5 to 10 seconds, sets as a gel-like grease, 
no drip off, resistant to fling-off at high speeds & 
temperatures, water & splash proof, salt water 
proof, resists impacts of vibrations & shock load 
conditions, temperature range -35°C to +300°C. 

Will not attract dust, resistant against non-
concentrated acids & alkalis. Silicone, resin & 

acid free. AsureQuality Approved (Food, Bever-
age, Dairy). MPI Approved C15 (All animal   

product except dairy) 

P/n CRC1752351 CRC Food Grade heavy chain & 
meat rail chain lube 500ml aerosol 

 

$14.80 + gst 

CRC FOOD GRADE WHITE 
CHAIN & DRIVE LUBE 400ML 
An extreme pressure lubricant formulated 

with PTFE for heavy-duty lubrication of 
chains, pins & sprockets. The high viscosity 
lubricant with excellent adhesive properties 

forms a tough film that remains in place 
during extreme wear without risking       
contamination of food & other clean        

environments. Temperature Range from -
20°C to +170°C. MPI Approved C15. NZ 

AsureQuality assessment for food/beverage 
including dairy factories with incidental   

contact.  

 

$18.70 + gst 
p/n CRC3100 
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p/n  CRC1751842 p/n  CRC2016 

CRC CONTACT CLEANER 
500ml AEROSOL 

A stable, inert high-purity cleaning 
solvent for electrical and electronic 

equipment, Non corrosive, non    
staining, contains no lubricants.     

Provides rapid and complete        
evaporation. High Dielectric strength 

of 40,000 volts. Safe on most plastics.        
Flammable 

NZFSA Approved C12 

 

Buy 1 for $19.50 + gst 
Buy 2 and pay only  
$17.55 + gst each 

CRC 5-56 INDUSTRIAL NON 
FLAMMABLE AEROSOL 420ml 

WITH PERMASTRAW 
A high performance variant of CRC 5-56 forti-
fied with PTFE. Dual action actuator, -10°C to 

+200°C, displaces moisture, penetrates   
quickly, frees rusted parts, dielectric strength 
19,400v, non-flammable, contains no silicone, 

safe for all metals 
 

Buy 1 for $10.50 + gst 
Buy 2 for only  

$18.92 + gst each 

CONGRATULATIONS TO ADRIAN           
FROM IMAGE HOLDINGS WHO WON ONE 

OF THREE MAKITA 8PC JOB-SITE 18V 
COMBO KIT IN THE RECENT CRC          

NATION WIDE ADHESIVE PROMOTION. 

 

What a prize from CRC and Makita! 

p/n  CRC4100 

CRC HAND CLEANER  
TOWELS 

72 pre-moistened with pleasantly 
fragrant heavy duty towels with 
pumice scrubbing power, cleans 
your hands without water, works 

fast to loosen, dissolve & absorb dirt 
& grease easily, fortified with   
emollients, these shop-sized,     

durable towels quickly remove tough
-to-clean substances including     
lubricants, tar, sealants, heavy 

grease, oils, wax, paint, adhesives, 
ink, caulk, epoxy, and more NSF 
registered E4 for use in meat & 

poultry plants. 
 

$41.30 
+ gst 

p/n  GN310017 

OEM 113pc BIT SET 
Includes bits for clutch, torque, 
spline, Tri-wing, square, slot, 

spanner, phillips, pozi, metric &  
Imperial hex, tamper proof hex, 

torx & tamper proof torx, wing nut 
driver, Magnetic bit holder,  
1/4”sq dr & 1/4” sockets 

 

$45.90  
+ gst 

p/n MARQ16RFE-DC 

MARQUIP 445LPM - 15.7CFM COMPRESSOR 50 LITRE 
TANK PNEUMATIC WHEELS 

Dual Control version which features: Automatic STOP/START pressure switch 
(PS) control & automatic free-running air governor (AG) control, depending 

on compressor use & duty the best method of operating can be chosen to suit 
the job. Heavy duty cast iron pump has cast iron cylinders, air cooled by a 
large fan-type flywheel. Low revving speed extends pump life. 2 KW motor, 
9.4BAR / 135PSI, FAD 300LPM. Dimensions (L x W x H): 110 x 67 x 80 cm 

Pneumatic wheels 

 

$2077.22 + gst 
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TORIN HEAVY DUTY BOTTLE JACKS 

p/n WOR02TJ Torin 2 ton bottle jack $24.80 + gst 

p/n WOR04TJ Torin 4 ton bottle jack $30.10 + gst 

p/n WOR06TJ Torin 6 ton bottle jack $35.60 + gst 

p/n WOR10TJ Torin 10 ton bottle jack $48.20 + gst 

p/n WOR12TJ Torin 12 ton bottle jack $53.90 + gst 

p/n WOR20TJ Torin 20 ton bottle jack $78.80 + gst 

  

BESSEY 4” - 100mm HEAVY DUTY      
WORKSHOP VICE WITH SWIVEL BASE 

Serrated jaws, 360 degree swivel base, 3 mounting holes, 2 
lockdowns, large built-in anvil, ductile construction for extra 

strength, 4” 100mm clamping capacity, 4” 100mm Jaw 
width, 4” 100mm throat depth, 4” 100mm clamping       

capacity,  
approximate weight: 13 pounds - 5.9 kg  

 

$94.50 + gst 

BESSEY 6” - 150mm HEAVY DUTY      
WORKSHOP VICE WITH SWIVEL BASE 

Serrated jaws, 360 degree swivel base, 3 mounting holes, 2 
lockdowns, large built-in anvil, ductile construction for extra 

strength, 6” 150mm clamping capacity, 6” 150mm Jaw 
width, 6” 150mm throat depth, 6” 150mm clamping       

capacity,  
approximate weight: 27 pounds - 12.2 kg  

 

$154.00 + gst 

p/n  BV-HD40 p/n  BV-HD60 

SUPA CLAMP CUTTING GUIDE 
1100mm long by 55mm wide, easily adjustable locking jaw, 4 positions 

of clamping pressure 

Supa clamp and cutting guide 

for a Supa price! 
$24.90 + gst  each or 
2 for $39.00 + gst 

p/n  SUPAC-110 

TORIN LOW PROFILE JACK and AXLE 
STAND COMBO  

With 3 ton low profile trolley jack plus 1 pair of 3 ton axle 
stands. 85mm - 455mm jack lifting range 

$303.80 + gst 

p/n JACKCOMBO 

TORIN 48” FARM JACK 
125mm - 1020mm lifting range, 3 
ton capacity, dimensions 1200 x 

240 x 140mm 

 

$122.60  
+ gst 

p/n TORFJ48 
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$217.40 
+ 

gst 

p/n PULD04 

TORIN 4 TON PORTA POWER PULLER KIT 
Minimum ram height 330mm, ram lifting height 120mm 

 

p/n PULD10 

$369.90 
+ 

gst 

TORIN 10 TON PORTA POWER PULLER KIT 
Minimum ram height 470mm, ram lifting height 150mm 

p/n W5116 

WELLMADE AIR BELT     
SANDER 10mm x 330mm 
Ideal for finishing different shapes of 
surfaces, lightweight balanced tool to 
make fine finishing, lever throttle for 

positive speed control, rear exhaust di-
rects air away from work surface, 16,000 
rpm, average air usage 18cfm - 10 x 330 

x P80 powerfile belt Y866 zirconia 
$218.12 + gst 

WELLMADE AIR BELT     
SANDER 20mm x 520mm 
Ideal for finishing different shapes of 
surfaces, lightweight balanced tool to 
make fine finishing, lever throttle for 

positive speed control, rear exhaust di-
rects air away from work surface, 16,000 
rpm, average air usage 18cfm - 20 x 520 

x P80 powerfile belt Y866 zirconia 
$297.10 + gst 

p/n W51171 

                                                       
WITH FREE 
10mtr hose  

1/08/21  
TO 3/09/21 

p/n MARQ20RFPAG 

MARQUIP PETROL 17.3 CFM - 489LPM AIR 
COMPRESSOR 70 LITRE TANK &          

PNEUMATIC WHEELS 
Heavy duty cast iron pump has cast iron cylinders, air cooled 
by a large fan-type flywheel, efficient air intake filters reduce 

noise and low revving speed extends pump life. 5.5 hp   
HONDA petrol motor, 70 litre tank, maximum pressure 9.4 

bar - 135 psi. Throttle control allows engine to idle when full 
pressure is reached 

 

Dimensions (L x W x H): 129 x 40 x 80 cm 

 

$2450.00 + gst 

p/n TTJGAI1303 

TOPTUL 13PC SLIDE HAMMER PULLER KIT 
Pulls & removes flange-type real axles, oil seals, bearings & 

press-fits parts. Designed to work on multi-purpose works & 8 
functional assembly; external 3-jaw puller, internal 3-jaw    

puller, external 2-jaw puller, internal 2-jaw puller, grip wrench 
adapter, puller hook, rear axle puller, dent puller, suits different 

pulling & removing jobs. 

$199.10 + gst  

TOPTUL HEAVY DUTY AUTOMATIC CENTRE 
PUNCH 

Replaceable high tensile S2 tool steel pin, spring-driven action, 
hard steel awl tip, adjustable to suit various metal applications, 

easy quick marking, ergonomic soft grip handle, punching 
force: Min. 60 Newtons / 13.5 lbs Max. 140 Newtons / 31.5 lbs 

$25.80 + gst  
p/n TTHBBF0155 

TOPTUL 9PC BALL END EXTRA LONG HEX KEY 
SET 

Made from high grade nickel chrome molybdenum alloy steel 
Colour coded for easy identification Ball nosed on long end & 

flat on short end 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10mm 

p/n TTGAAL0918 

$43.00 + gst  

p/n TTGDAS0301 

TOPTUL 1/2"DR 3PC THIN 
WALL IMPACT SOCKET SET FOR 

MAG WHEELS 
Designed for Mag wheel nuts Metal ring de-
sign for superior strength Special resin cap 
protects the nut from impact damage 1/2” 

Drive 3 pieces (86mm) 17, 19, 21mm Black 
phosphate finish with colour coded plastic 

sleeve Comes in a plastic storage case 

$61.50 + gst  
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p/n TTGCBZ186A 

p/n KT12A1MRN 

TOPTUL 186pc PROFESSIONAL TOOL KIT IN 9 DRAWER    
TOP BOX 

1/4” & 3/8” dr sockets, 4 -22mm / imperial 5/32” – 7/8”, 2 x 3/8” dr spark plug 
sockets 16 &21mm, screwdrivers -flat, phillips, pozi & square, 200mm diagonal, 
linesman & long nose pliers, 250mm water pump plier, 150 & 200mm adjustable 
wrenches, 175mm set of 4 circlip pliers, ring & open end spanners 6 – 24mm (17pc)  
& 1/4” – 1” (14pc), 1/2” drive socket set, metric 10 – 32mm, imperial 3/8” – 1 1/4”, 
1/2” ratchet, extensions, universal joint, sliding T handle, swivel handle, metric & 
imperial hex key sets,  12” hacksaw, 250mm curved jaw locking plier, 24oz ball pein 
hammer, 6pc pin punch set, impact driver with 4 bits, screwdrivers - 10mm x  
250mm, flat go thru handle screwdriver, phillips #3 & flat 8mm screwdriver. 

$1499.00 
+ 

gst 

p/n JASJ69-PR 

JASIC ARC130 DC INVERTER WELDER 
130 Amp 230V, electrode hot start, arc force, TIG lift arc, 
60% duty cycle, 10 - 130 Amps, weighs only 5kg, 2 year 
warranty, comes in a case with 4mtr earth & arc lead, Tig 

torch kit is an optional extra ONE ONLY AT MANUKAU 

$319.00 
+ gst 

p/n HAMUS750BLK p/n HAMUS750WHI 

HAMMERITE ULTIMA SMOOTH WATER 
BASED BLACK PAINT 750ml 

For use on ANY metal (including galv), Ultima is the next  
evolution in metal paint, it can be applied directly to rust, 

fighting off the forces of nature for up to 12 years. 
$36.22 + gst 

HAMMERITE ULTIMA SMOOTH WATER 
BASED WHITE PAINT 750ml 

For use on ANY metal (including galv), Ultima is the next  
evolution in metal paint, it can be applied directly to rust, 

fighting off the forces of nature for up to 12 years. 
$36.22 + gst 

KING TONY 5PC 1/2”DR DAMAGED NUT    
REMOVER SOCKET SET 

 For the removing rounded, damaged or corroded nuts, bolts, 
oil drain plugs, marine nuts & bolts etc 

$98.40 + gst 
Only while stocks last! 

p/n KT9TD035MR KING TONY 11PC R/OE 
SPANNER SET 8-24mm 

 Ultra-Light long ring & open end span-
ner set, 15deg open slimline style. 
13deg ring end offset from shaft, 

chrome vanadium alloy steel, chrome 
plated, DIN3113 / ISO7738, 11pce, siz-
es 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 

24mm 
$108.80 + gst 

Only while stocks last! 

p/n  STOCKNET 

STOCKINETTE     
PREWASHED     

MUTTON CLOTH 
2.5Kg roll 

 

$39.90 
+ gst 

http://www.jasictech.com/Index.aspx
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LONG  
SERIES  

HSS  
TAPER  
TAPS 

40% 
OFF 

p/n TNM05080T  M5 x .8mm x 108mm long #1 

$27.76 + gst 
p/n TNM06100T M6 x 1mm x 127mm long # 1  

$31.68 + gst 
p/n TNM08125T M8 x 1.25mm x 140mm long #1  

$34.36 + gst 
p/n TNM10150T M10 x 1.50mm x 152mm long  # 1 

$44.12 + gst 
p/n TNM12175T M12 x 1.75mm x 178mm long #1 

$68.40 + gst 

5 metre x 20mm tape measure, rubber protected case, 3 rivet 
end tag, clear, easy to read blade 

p/n  WHTM5020 

$9.80 
+ gst 

8 metre x 25mm tape measure, rubber protected case, 4 rivet 
end tag, clear, easy to read blade 

$14.90 
+ gst 

p/n  WHTM8025 

WAIHYD® BRASS DRIFT PUNCH 

9.5mm x 178mm 
Made with pride in New Zealand 

$22.40 
+ gst 

p/n BD95  

p/n  ACL7563 

ALEMLUBE OIL LEVEL 
SIGHT GAUGE 

1/4”BSP banjo fitting, 125mm x 
16mm, brass and glass        

construction, maximum working 
temperature 90°C 

 

$32.10  
+ gst 

p/n  FGB2150 

ALEMITE ADAMS 85ML 
CONSTANT LEVEL OILER 

1/4" BSPT 
 

$71.60 
+ gst 

p/n  KOK4012A/10 

KOKEN 10PC 1/2”DR IMPERIAL INHEX 
SOCKET SET 

4012A-60 Hex Bit Sockets - 3/16, 7/32, 1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 
7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8, 3/4" in metal case 

$139.80+ gst 

AUTOSOLMETAL POLISH 100gm - 75ml 
Autosol removes dirt and dust, cleans and conditions. 
Suitable on chrome, brass, copper, aluminium, silver, 

stainless steel and all bright metal parts. 

$9.00 + gst 
Only while stocks last! 

p/n AUT1000 p/n  AUT1KG 

KOKEN 10PC 1/2”DR METRIC INHEX  
SOCKET SET 

4012M-60 Hex Bit Sockets - 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16,   
17, 19mm in metal case 

$128.90+ gst 

p/n  KOK4012M/10 

AUTOSOLMETAL POLISH 1kg - 750ml 
Autosol removes dirt and dust, cleans and conditions. 
Suitable on chrome, brass, copper, aluminium, silver, 

stainless steel and all bright metal parts. 

$54.60 + gst 
Only while stocks last! 
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WAITEMATA HYDRAULICS & ENGINEERING SUPPLIES LTD 
27-31 WAIPAREIRA AVENUE HENDERSON 0610 ph 09 8392040 

Henderson email: sales@waihyd.co.nz 
77a WIRI STATION ROAD MANUKAU 2104 ph 09 2623914 

Manukau email: salesman @waihyd.co.nz 
All prices quoted are exclusive of GST and apply from the 1st August - September 30th 2021 Available only while 

stocks last © 2021 Waitemata Hydraulics & Engineering Supplies Ltd. Reproduction of this publication in whole or in part is 
prohibited without written approval from Waitemata Hydraulics & Engineering Supplies Ltd 

MANUKAU BRANCH VANS 

 

Manukau Area 

HKR HYDRAULICS LTD  
Kartik   phone:   027 4448285 

Takanini Area      
 MJ HYDRAULICS SERVICES LTD   

Mark phone:   027 4791283 

 

phone 0800 806666 

 

HENDERSON BRANCH VANS 
West Auckland Area 

A & L HYDRAULICS LTD 
Aaron phone: 0274 956538 

 

NORWEST HYDRAULICS LTD 
AJ phone:   0274 901204 

 

p/n  LIF5GF-3 

LIFAN 5GF-3 5.5 kVA MAXIMUM OUTPUT 
PETROL GENERATOR 

 

389CC 4 stroke OHV single cylinder forced air cooled engine, 
25 litre tank, 2.7 litres per hour consumption, 60 Hz rated  
frequency, 74dB running noise, rated voltage 120/240v,     

rated power 5.0 kVA 

$999.00 
+ gst 


